Mustang cobra symbols

The SVT Cobra was a high-performance version of the Ford Mustang , considered as
top-of-the-line as it was positioned above the Mustang GT and Mach 1 models during its era of
production. On three occasions, the race-ready, street-legal SVT Cobra R variant was produced
in limited numbers. It was the premier vehicle of Ford's newly established SVT division,
designed to showcase SVT's four hallmarks of performance, substance, exclusivity and value.
Cobra models received a softer, more compliant ride compared to the GT model. This was
accomplished with model-specific springs and sway bars. To this, Ford SVT engineers added
the following performance items: [5]. The Cobra was available in four exterior paint choices, [6] :
â€”1 as shown in the table below. Interior color choices were opal gray cloth, black cloth, and
opal gray leather. In the table below, the engine code in bold is the only unique code that
differentiates the SVT Cobra from other Mustangs for the model year. The Cobra R was the first
of three Cobra R models produced, and it was an extremely exclusive vehicle. For example it
has roll-up windows, manual door locks, and manual-adjustable mirrors. To stiffen the chassis,
a strut tower brace was installed to tie the cowl together, and a pair of V-braces used on all â€”
Mustang convertibles attached in an X-pattern tied the subframes together. The car also
featured inch Kelsey-Hayes vented rotors in front and Ressler, the executive director of vehicle
engineering for Ford Motor Company at the time and one of the founding fathers of SVT, the
Cobra R's brakes "were the most expensive brakes ever fitted to a [production] Mustang. I
bought the brakes for the R model out of my engineering budget. I wanted big brakes, and we
didn't have them. The program couldn't afford it. But the last thing I wanted was a fast car that
didn't stop. We ended up putting good brakes on all those [Cobra R] vehicles. The same 5.
However, the radiator was unique to the Cobra R, and a purge tank was installed for improved
cooling. A power steering cooler located behind the left foglight bezel and an engine oil cooler
were standard. The Cobra R wheels were actually the optional 17x8-inch five-lug wheels from
the soon-to-be-released Mustang GT, but they were painted gloss black with a chrome lug
cover. The standard tires were Goodyear Gatorbacks. To give the car better front-end geometry,
lower control arms from the Mustang were fitted. According to Ford's official announcement on
April 7, , the Cobra R was produced to take the Fox-bodied Mustang out in grand style, a "best
of the last" model. Ford introduced the newly-redesigned Mustang in December Known as Fox-4
because it was based on the Fox platform as a model , the new Mustang was considered [ by
whom? The Cobra was introduced midway through the model year with the same beefed-up
engine from the Cobra. On the same day that the new Cobra coupe was launched, SVT
announced that it would be building a Cobra convertible the first factory-produced "Cobra"
convertible since the Shelby models and that this new convertible had been selected to pace
the Indianapolis see the next section. The Cobra began the tradition of offering refinements that
differentiated it from the lower trim level Mustang models. The Cobra was available in three
exterior paint colors, [11] as shown in the table below. Interior color choices were black cloth,
saddle cloth, black leather, and saddle leather. All prices below are in United States dollars
when the vehicles were sold new at a Ford dealership before any available options were added.
To celebrate the Ford Mustang turning 30 years old in , a trio of SVT Cobra convertibles served
as pace cars for the 78th Indianapolis race on May 29, The three cars were modified by Jack
Roush at his shop in Allen Park, Michigan, for heavy-duty pacing on race day. The pace cars
were installed with heavy-duty four-speed automatic transmissions, gallon racing fuel cells,
heavier rear springs to accommodate the weight of television camera equipment , a Halon
fire-extinguisher system, a rollbar with 50,watt strobe lights built in, and special lights in the
rear spoiler. Parnelli Jones , a seven-time Indy competitor who won the race, drove the official
pace car at the event. All 1, cars were painted Rio Red and fitted with Saddle leather interiors
and matching Saddle vinyl tops. A set of "Official Pace Car" decals came with each
special-edition Cobra. These decals were not installed at the factory; rather, they were shipped
inside the trunk and left to the buyer's discretion to install them. The tire logo on the official
decals was white, and on the replica decals, it was gray. The other two Mustangs that served as
official Indy pace cars were the very first Mustang in and the newly-redesigned Fox-bodied
Mustang in The Cobra was essentially a carryover of the model. A new vertical spat was added
to the leading edge of each rocker panel extension to prevent rock damage to the lower body.
The Cobra convertible returned this year for a limited production run of 1, units, and all were
painted Black and fitted with Saddle leather interiors and Black convertible tops. Newly
available for the Cobra convertible was a removable hardtop option. Removing or installing the
hardtop was a two-person job, and this hardtop could not easily fit any other Mustang or Cobra
convertible from this vintage due to the latching mechanisms of the fiberglass top and the dome
light wiring. Included with this option, a convenient carrier that rolled on four casters allowed
for easier storage of the hardtop when it was not being used. This hardtop option was originally
supposed to be an available option for the all-new Mustang convertible, but it was delayed due

to supply problems and quality-control concerns. The biggest news for was the return of the
street-legal, race-ready SVT Cobra R see the next section. The Cobra was available in the same
three exterior paint colors from , [12] as shown in the table below. Interior color choices were
the same as in black cloth, saddle cloth, black leather, and saddle leather. In the table below, the
engine codes in bold are the only unique codes that differentiate the SVT Cobra from other
Mustangs for the model year. In the wake of the '93 R's unexpected success, SVT engineers
developed a more powerful R-model based on the Cobra. The top priority became addressing
customer requests for a larger, more powerful engine and more fuel capacity. In response to
those requests, SVT replaced the Cobra's 5. To handle the torque of the more powerful engine,
a Tremec 5-speed manual transmission was installed. See also 5-speed T-5 manual. Heavy-duty
progressive-rate springs, thicker stabilizer bars, and a front strut tower brace helped improve
handling on the racetrack. The 95 R was available only in white with saddle cloth interior, each
with a unique center-tiered fiberglass hood tall enough to clear the engine and induction
system. Only vehicles were built; Ford kept 18 examples for its press and engineering fleets.
Unlike the 93 Cobra R, one could only obtain a 95 R if they held a valid competition license or
owned a race team. This provision was added after Ford discovered that most of the 93 R's that
were sold ended up in the hands of collectors. For , Ford finally retired the aging 5. The modular
engine's aluminum block was cast in Italy by Teksid, a firm that produces parts for Ferrari and
Formula One racers. The Cobra was available in four exterior paint colors, as shown in the table
below. Interior color choices were the same as before: black cloth, saddle cloth, black leather,
and saddle leather. On Cobra convertibles, the vinyl top was available in black, saddle, or white,
and this convertible top was the same one used on regular Mustang convertibles. To promote
the technological advances and mechanical achievements of its new modular engine, Ford
introduced the Mystic Cobra for , which featured high-tech, color-shifting paint formulated by
BASF. Utilizing color-shifting ChromaFlair pigments from Flex Products, the Mystic paint shifted
from green to amber to gold to purple depending on the angle and the availability of light. The
Cobra was basically a carryover of the model. Only an astute observer noticed that the
honeycomb grille from before was now absent to allow more airflow into the larger radiator
included across the entire Mustang lineup, [8] : and the Cobra had a larger diameter fan. Also
new was a parallel-flow air conditioning condenser that was exclusive to the SVT Cobra. The
only other major changes for was in the color palette. The Cobra was available in four exterior
colors, as shown in the table below. The interior choices were the same as what was offered in
black cloth, saddle cloth, black leather, and saddle leather. On Cobra convertibles, the vinyl top
was again available in black, saddle, or white, and this convertible top was the same one used
on regular Mustang convertibles. The Cobra continued to remain virtually unchanged from
previous model years. One noticeable change was the wheels, which were similar to the
cast-aluminum units used on the Cobra R. This was also the last year of the return-style fuel
system, as it was replaced with a newer returnless system for The Cobra was available in five
exterior colors, [16] as shown in the table below. Chrome Yellow was added midyear on the
Cobra. For the model year, Ford restyled the fourth-generation Mustang utilizing Ford's New
Edge design language. Thus, the interior was basically a carryover from the â€” Mustangs, and
most of the parts were interchangeable. The new Cobra had an upgraded 4. Due to this outcry,
on August 6, , Ford halted the sales of all unsold Cobras on dealership lots and recalled all
Cobras that had been sold. Interior color choices were limited to two offerings: dark charcoal
and medium parchment. The standard leather seats were the same optional leather units used
in the Mustang GT, but without the embroidered running pony logo on the front seatbacks.
Cloth seats were no longer offered on the Cobra, as they were never popular with buyers in
previous model years. On Cobra convertibles, the vinyl top was available in black, parchment,
or white, and this convertible top was the same one used on regular Mustang convertibles. The
cast-iron block was based on the 5. As with previous Cobra R models, the model was designed
to be a race-ready, high-performance vehicle in a perfectly street-legal package; as such, it
lacked many of the comforts that the standard Cobra enjoyed. The Cobra R had several
distinguishing visual and performance features that set it apart from the standard or Cobra. The
"power dome" hood was taller than the standard Cobra hood, and it had gills that could be cut
out to help reduce engine compartment temperatures. Ford still printed brochures for the
Cobra, with a print date of December , four months after the model was officially canceled. The
reason for this was because these brochures talked about the upcoming Cobra R. It was said
that the Mystic Gold paint had a color shift from burnt orange to gold to yellow to pale green.
Unfortunately, Ford made some changes to the painting process for the model year, and the
Mystic Gold paint was incompatible with the new process. Aside from paint colors, the standard
SVT Cobra was pretty much a carryover of the model. Even the interior was supposed to be the
same as in Only two color choices, dark charcoal, and medium parchment, were supposed to be

offered again. The Cobra R was only available in one exterior paint color, as shown in the table
below. The sole interior color choice was dark charcoal. The standard cloth Recaro bucket seats
had a stylized red "R" with an intertwined Cobra logo embroidered on the front seatbacks. The
price below is in United States dollars when the vehicles were sold new at a Ford dealership
before any available options were added. While the Cobra shared almost all the same
components of the Cobra, some changes were made including:. The Cobra was available in
eight exterior paint colors, as shown in the table below. There were only two interior color
choices: dark charcoal the interior was dark charcoal with the seats having dark charcoal
leather bolsters with medium graphite Alcantara inserts or medium parchment the interior was
medium parchment, but the seats had chocolate brown leather bolsters with medium parchment
Alcantara inserts. The Cobra emblem on the front seatbacks was embroidered in a somewhat
darker color than the suede inserts to provide a subtle contrast. The vehicles were based on the
spec SVT Cobra. For more information about the Australian Cobras, see Mustang Cobra. A
cast-iron block was used, instead of the previous Teksid aluminum unit, with stronger internals
including Zollner pistons and forged Manley H-beam connecting rods that were modified with a
wrist pin oiling hole by the SVT engineers. The Cobra boasted visual and functional
improvements designed by Camilo Pardo, the chief designer of the â€” Ford GT supercar. As a
visual departure from the , , and Cobras there was no Cobra model , which featured the
Canadian Mustang taillights with separate amber turn signals, the â€” Cobras used standard red
Mustang taillights with integrated turn signals. SVT also introduced new five-spoke 17x9-inch
wheels, available in standard machined-faced aluminum with metallic argent-painted pockets or
optional chrome. Finally, the Terminator Cobra sported a new decklid spoiler with an integrated
LED brake light, as opposed to the wing-type spoiler seen on previous Cobras and the standard
Mustang V6 and GT models. It was optional to delete the spoiler, and the brake light was then
integrated into the decklid using conventional bulbs. By the end of the model year, the Cobra
was offered in ten exterior paint colors, but initially, it was available in seven colors. Redfire
Metallic replaced Torch Red only because it was a new color for the model year; however, Torch
Red would make a comeback at the end of the model year on the 10th Anniversary Edition see
the next section. All Cobras had Dark Charcoal interiors. The seats were upholstered with Dark
Charcoal Nudo leather bolsters and suede inserts in either Medium Graphite light gray or
Medium Parchment tan. The Cobra emblem on the front seatbacks was embroidered in a color
that matched the suede inserts; however, on the 10th Anniversary Edition, this same emblem
was embroidered in dark charcoal-colored thread to contrast with the special red leather
inserts. On Cobra convertibles, the canvas convertible top was either black or parchment
depending on the color of the chosen suede seat inserts, and on 10th Anniversary Edition
convertibles, the canvas convertible top was only available in black. SVT produced 2, same
number as the model year units of the Anniversary model at the end of the model year during
June and July , totaling 1, coupes and 1, convertibles. One notable new option across the entire
Ford lineup was the available Sirius satellite radio; the distinguishing feature between the and
factory sound systems was the "SAT" button on the system. The Cobra was produced between
November [26] and March It was a short model year for the Terminator Cobra, as well as the
entire Mustang lineup, due to a number of reasons. The Mustangs and Cobras were the last
Mustangs to be built at Ford's historic Dearborn Assembly Plant in Dearborn, Michigan, and
Ford Motor Company had made the decision to end Mustang production there rather than
updating the plant for the models. Thus, production was scheduled to wrap up by May Another
reason was the hype over the all-new Mustang, which meant that Ford needed to start
production as soon as possible at the newly updated Flat Rock Assembly Plant in Flat Rock,
Michigan, then known as AutoAlliance International. The Cobra was available in eight exterior
paint colors, [27] as shown in the table below. The Cobra emblem on the front seatbacks was
embroidered in a medium graphite-colored thread regardless of the color of the suede seat
inserts; however, on the Mystichrome Cobra see the next section , this same emblem was
embroidered in dark charcoal-colored thread to contrast with the special Mystichrome leather
inserts. On all Cobra convertibles, the canvas convertible top was only available in black,
regardless of the color and material of the seat inserts. According to SVT's press release, the
Mystichrome Cobra was produced to help commemorate the Mustang's 40th anniversary year.
The resulting Mystichrome paint, sold to BASF who finally supplied the paint to Ford, contained
ChromaFlair pigments that rendered a shift from a bright topaz green to cobalt blue, then to
royal purple, and finally to a deep onyx black. If a damaged Mystichrome Cobra requires
repainting at a reputable Ford dealer's body shop, a Ford employee from Dearborn
headquarters is required to bring the paint in person and supervise the usage of the special
paint. The damaged car must be verified that it is a factory-built Mystichrome Cobra. Once the
body shop is finished using the Mystichrome paint, all unused paint must be put back in the can

and sealed, and the supervising Ford employee returns to Dearborn with the unused paint. SVT
worked with Garden State Tanning to produce the Mystichrome leather [9] : 76 found on the
car's seat inserts and the steering wheel at the 10, 2, and 6 o'clock positions. The production
process for the Mystichrome leather included tanning and dying the leather jet black, spraying
the Mystichrome paint directly onto the leather, and sealing it with a clear layer to protect and
prevent damage to the Mystichrome-painted leather. The Mystichrome Cobra came standard
with the five-spoke inch chrome wheels. The Mystichrome Cobra was produced between
December and January A total of 1, Mystichrome Cobras were produced, coupes and
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